Recent Development in Fabrication of Co Nanostructures and Their Carbon Nanocomposites for Electromagnetic Wave Absorption
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ABSTRACT

In recent years, Electromagnetic wave (EMW) absorption materials have received great interests owing to their ability of addressing the increased EM radiation (EMR) and interference (EMI) problems. With the advantages of high magnification saturation and large permeability in GHz range, cobalt materials have been considered as promising EM absorbers. This article introduces the development of pure Co materials with different micro-structures and Co/C composites as EM wave absorption materials. The effects of various microstructures, filling ratios, and graphitization degree on the EM wave absorption properties were thoroughly discussed. Through comparisons of different types of Co based absorbers, the combination of Co and porous carbon can be an effective method and main direction to reach the requirements of ideal EMW absorption materials with strong absorption, low thickness, broad absorption bandwidth and low density.
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1. Introduction

In the past decades, electronic devices such as cell phones, iPads, and laptops have been widely employed in civil applications.\[^1\] Zhang reported that under the electromagnetic field, the drug delivery could be achieved.\[^2\] As electromagnetic field brings great convenience to people’s life, it also leads to serious and electromagnetic wave interference (EMI) problems that not only influences the operation of electrical devices but also severely affects people’s health.\[^3–5\] The key solution to address this critical issue is to develop high-efficiency EM wave absorption materials, which are capable of converting incident EM waves into thermal energy through their magnetic or dielectric loss ability.\[^6–13\] Ideal EM wave absorbers (EMAs) should meet the demands of lightweight, strong absorption, thin thickness and broad absorbing bandwidth. Among the various kinds of EM wave absorption materials, the ferromagnetic metals, especially cobalt (Co) materials have attracted great interests because of their unique features including large saturation magnetization, high Snoek’s limit, compatible dielectric loss and distinguishable permeability in GHz frequency range.\[^14–18\] Owing to their benefits, the number of publications concerning about the investigations of Co material as EM wave absorbents were increasing over the last decades. However, previous researches suggested that pure Co materials always suffer
from many drawbacks such as high density, impedance mismatch and rapid decrease of permeability in high frequency range due to the eddy current effect (the alternated magnetic field induced by eddy current can cancel the external magnetic field and lead to decreased permeability), which will weaken their EM wave absorption ability.\textsuperscript{19–21}

Up to now, there are two effective solutions to overcome these shortcomings and improve the absorbing performances. The first one is to design Co absorbers with microstructural features such as a size less than skin depth, low density and large surface area.\textsuperscript{19} For example, flower-like Co superstructures composed of leaf-like flakes exhibited a minimum reflection loss (\( RL_{\text{min}} \)) of -40.25 dB at 6.08 GHz with a thickness of 2.5 mm.\textsuperscript{22} A porous three-dimensional Co@CoO flowers were synthesized by Lv et al and obtained outstanding EM wave absorption properties with an optimal RL of -50 dB and the effective bandwidth (\( RL < -10 \) dB, corresponding to 90% EM wave absorption) was up to 11 GHz at 2.0 mm.\textsuperscript{20} He and co-workers synthesized the hollow porous Co spheres successfully, which presented wide absorption frequency range of 4.0-12.0 GHz (\( RL < -20 \) dB, corresponding to 99% EM wave absorption) in the thickness ranged from 1.4 to 4.0 mm and the excellent EM wave absorption was attributed to better impedance matching of the hollow structures.\textsuperscript{16} These results indicated that microstructures have a significant effect on the EM wave absorption properties of the absorbers. The other solution to improve EM wave absorbing performances of Co materials is to hybridize cobalt particles with dielectric materials (including SiO\(_2\), TiO\(_2\), carbon materials, polymers, etc.) to increase the dielectric loss ability and optimize EM parameters.\textsuperscript{23,24} Zhang et al synthesized
carbon-encapsulated cobalt nanoparticles successfully and obtained a minimum RL of -52 dB at 7.54 GHz for the Co(C) composites.\textsuperscript{[25]} The enhanced EM wave absorption was ascribed to the improved anti-oxidization ability and impedance matching. The microporous core-shell Co@CoO nanoparticles fabricated by Liu et al exhibited quite high RL value of -90.2 dB and a wide broad absorption bandwidth of 7.2 GHz.\textsuperscript{[26]} The hierarchical Co/C crabapples synthesized by Wu et al showed broad-band absorption with the bandwidth of 5.9 GHz at an ultrathin thickness of 1.4 mm.\textsuperscript{[27]} Recently, metal-organic-frameworks (MOFs) derived porous carbon/Co nanocomposites derived through pyrolysis of ZIF-67 have attracted great attentions and excellent EM wave absorption was reported.\textsuperscript{[28–30]}

Considering of these new developments, it is quite necessary to provide a critical assessment and future applications of Co-based materials as EM wave absorbers. To the best of our knowledge, reviews concerned about development of Co-based absorbers haven’t been outlined. This review focuses on the progress of Co materials and their composites as highly efficient EM wave absorption materials. Then the effects of microstructures and components on the EM wave absorption of Co-based materials along with the related attenuation mechanisms are discussed in detail. Finally, the challenges and prospects of Co-based materials for EM wave absorption applications are concluded.

2. Co-based Materials as EMAs

2.1 pure Co materials as EMAs

Due to their excellent magnetic loss ability resulting from the large saturation
magnetization (168 emu g\(^{-1}\) for the bulk cobalt), pure Co materials are considered as potential EMAs. However, two main shortcomings of pure Co restrict their wide application as EMAs. Firstly, the large conductivity of metallic Co can result in a much larger \(\varepsilon_r\) value according to the free electron theory \(\varepsilon'' \approx \sigma/(2\pi\varepsilon_0 f)\),\(^{[31]}\) which causes the mismatch between \(\varepsilon_r\) and \(\mu_r\). Secondly, the permeability of pure magnetic metals will drop rapidly in high frequency range owing to the eddy current effect, which causes a weak EM wave absorption.\(^{[32-34]}\) Designing special microstructures, such as porous, hollow and flake-like structures, has been proved to be an effective way to regulate the EM parameters and achieve impedance matching.\(^{[35-38]}\) In this section, the pure Co materials as EMAs will be discussed and the influences of microstructures on the EM wave absorption properties of pure Co EMAs are clarified.

2.1.1 One-dimensional (1D) and two-dimensional (2D) Co materials as EMAs

The EM wave absorption performances of 1D and 2D Co materials have been widely reported in early studies. In Shi’s report, the 1D hollow Co nanochains with length of tens of micrometers were synthesized and the paraffin wax composites containing 20 wt\% Co nanochains showed a RL\(_{\text{min}}\) of -17.1 dB at 17.5 GHz with the thickness of 3.0 mm (Fig. 1a and b).\(^{[39]}\) The one-dimensional Co nanowires synthesized by Chen et al exhibited RL\(_{\text{min}}\) of -23.5 dB at 6.5 GHz with the thickness of 5.0 mm (Fig. 1c and d).\(^{[40]}\) As discussed above, these previously reported 1D Co EMAs displayed efficient EM wave absorption to an extent, however, the absorption peaks below -10 dB is only observed at a certain frequency with different thicknesses. Thus, effective absorption of wide frequency range can’t be obtained. According to Walser’s theoretical
analysis and experimental investigations, the large shape anisotropy of flake-shaped particles enable it to exceed the Snoek’s limit and own a larger permeability in GHz range.\textsuperscript{[41,42]} In the following studies, Ma et al reported the EM properties of Co nanoflakes and owing to the large shape anisotropy, surface anisotropy and exchange energy of Co nanoflakes, multiple resonance peaks were observed in the permeability-frequency curves, indicating the 2D flake-shaped Co could be considered as a broadband candidate for EM wave absorption.\textsuperscript{[15]} Li et al investigated the magnetic properties and EM wave absorption performances of Co nanoplatelets in 0.1-18.0 GHz.\textsuperscript{[43]} As shown in Fig. 2a and b, the coercivity of Co nanoplatelet is 109 Oe, which is much larger than the bulk Co (ca. 10 Oe). Effective absorption is achieved in broad frequency range of 2-11.5 GHz in the thickness ranges of 1.0-4.0 mm (Fig. 2c). These results suggest that the flake-shaped microstructure is beneficial to improve the magnetic loss and broaden the absorption bandwidth.

\textbf{2.1.2 Three-dimensional (3D) Co materials as EMAs}

In the past decades, more and more attentions are attracted to develop 3D hierarchical structural Co materials (e.g. flower-like, dendritic-like, sword-like \textit{etc}) as EMAs.\textsuperscript{[19,20,44]} On one hand, the large surface area of hierarchical structures is beneficial to generate multiple dielectric polarizations (such as interface polarizations and dipole polarizations).\textsuperscript{[45,46]} On the other hand, the 3D structure could induce the production of multiple reflections and scatterings, through which the incident EM waves can be attenuated gradually.\textsuperscript{[47,48]} Liu et al investigated the effect of hierarchical architecture on the microwave absorption properties of Co/paraffin wax composites.\textsuperscript{[49]} As shown in
The spherical and dendritic Co with diameters of 1.0-5.0 μm were synthesized respectively and their EM parameters were measured. Comparing with Co spheres, the dendritic Co displayed more fluctuations and larger level of permittivity, as can be seen in Fig. 3e and 3f, inferring the enhanced polarization ability of Co than sphere-like Co. The massive branches of Co dendrites were favorable to form large number of interfaces between the fillers and paraffin wax, causing the difference of polarization processes. On account of the enhanced dielectric loss ability, the Co dendrites presented obviously stronger EM wave absorption than Co spheres as observed in Fig. 3g. Flower-like Co structures composed of numerous leaf-like flakes were prepared by Tong et al. When the weight ratio of Co powders and paraffin wax is 2:1, the RL_{min} achieved -40.25 dB and the absorption bandwidth with RL less than -20 dB (99% absorption) reached 13.28 GHz in the thickness ranges of 1.0-4.0 mm. Wang investigated the electromagnetic properties of cobalt assemblies with different morphologies, including Co spheres and Co flowers with sharp petals. Comparing with sphere-like Co, the Co flowers with sharp petals exhibited enhanced EM wave absorption performance and the enhancement is associated with the morphological advantages of flower-like structures. The numerous petals of Co flowers can be served as wires, which induced the incident EM wave energy into dissipative current along the wire that resulted in attenuation. He and co-workers have synthesized the porous Co hollow microspheres with diameters of 2-4 μm through combining a solvothermal route with chemical reduction process (Fig. 4a and b). For the epoxy resin composites containing 60 wt% Co hollow microspheres, the strongest peak of -40 dB appeared at 9.0 GHz with the
matching thickness of 1.9 mm and wide absorption frequency range from 4.0-12.0 GHz was obtained with the thickness ranges of 1.4-4.0 mm (Fig. 4c). For the samples with 30 wt% Co hollow microspheres, the optimal RL value reached -45 dB corresponding to 1.5 mm. The outstanding EMW absorbing ability is mainly resulted from a better impedance matching of Co hollow structures (Fig. 4d). Owing to the existence of abundant air, the permittivity level of the hollow structures can be modulated effectively, which is favorable to obtain an improved impedance matching. The porous three-dimensional flower-like Co/CoO structures assembled by abundant flakes were synthesized by Lv et al. and the EMW absorption properties were evaluated (Fig. 5a-d). The results indicated that an optimal RL of -50 dB and an effective bandwidth covering from 13.8 to 18 GHz was obtained. The excellent EMW absorption of the porous Co/CoO flowers was mainly aroused from the high impedance matching. Meanwhile, the numerous pores and defects on the flakes served as polarization centers, providing strong dielectric loss. In addition, the 3D structure was beneficial to generate multi-scatterings, further improving the EMW absorbing ability.

Above all, for pure Co, the great magnetic properties enable it possess excellent magnetic loss ability. However, the permittivity of pure Co materials is much higher than their permeability, which means their impedance matching level is out of balance. Thus the absorption bandwidth of pure Co is quite narrow. Designing porous structures or hollow structures is an effective way to adjust the permittivity and reach balanced impedance matching. In this way the EMW absorption properties of pure Co materials could be optimized.
2.2 Co/carbon materials nanocomposites as absorbers

Although pure Co materials can meet the requirements of strong absorption, the drawbacks of large density and easy to oxidize restrict their applications. Recently, carbon materials including carbon nanotubes (CNTs), carbon nanofibers (CNF), graphene and porous carbon et al, have been reported as the most attractive EMW absorbers owing to their lightweight, high surface area, excellent physical properties and natural abundance.\cite{51–54} When constructing composites of carbon materials and Co, ideal EMW absorbers with characteristics of low density, strong absorption, and broad bandwidth can be obtained owing to the effective combination of dielectric loss and magnetic loss. In this section, we will focus on the progress of Co/carbon nanocomposites as absorbers, such as Co/CNTs, Co/graphene, Co/porous carbon and Co/CNF etc.\cite{34,55–57} The influences of graphitization degree on the EM parameters are discussed in detail.

2.2.1 Co/porous carbon nanocomposites

Porous carbon materials are considered as promising EMW absorption absorbers related to their unique structures. Firstly, the porous carbon materials own smaller dielectric constants, meanwhile, they have several times larger dielectric loss compared with their corresponding solid carbons; thus, they exhibit better impedance matching.\cite{58} Secondly, the large specific surface area of the carbon materials facilitates the high loading of magnetic particles, which is favorable to improve magnetic loss. Thirdly, the porous carbons with low densities can be explored as lightweight EMW absorbers.

Liu reported the preparation of porous carbon/Co nanocomposites through a sol-gel
method.\textsuperscript{[14]} Fig. 6a shows numerous pores with diameters of 1-2 μm were distributed on the porous carbon and Co nanoparticles were encapsulated into carbon shell. Through combination of Co nanoparticles, the porous carbon/Co nanocomposite exhibited larger dielectric loss resulting from the enhanced interfacial polarization and dipole polarization of the core-shell structures (Fig. 6b). The permeability was also increased due to the introduction of magnetic Co particles, which implied the improved magnetic loss of porous carbon/Co nanocomposites. With an effective combination of carbon and Co particles as well as the porous structural advantages, the porous carbon/Co composite absorbers reached $RL_{\text{min}}$ of -40 dB at 4.2 GHz with matching thickness of 5 mm. Wu synthesized the hierarchical porous Co/C composite crabapples through a facile solvothermal method and a following carbon reduction process.\textsuperscript{27} The numerous Co nanoparticles with carbon coating were observed to distribute on the crabapple-like porous carbon frameworks (Fig. 7a and b). Thanks to these unique structural features and synergy of multiple components, the hierarchical porous Co/C crabapples displayed significantly enhanced EMW absorbing ability. The $RL_{\text{min}}$ was as strong as -56.9 dB and an effective bandwidth of 5.9 GHz at 1.4 mm was achieved (Fig. 7c). The absorbing mechanisms were investigated systematically. Natural resonance and exchange resonance were the main cause for magnetic loss and interfacial polarization contributed to the dielectric loss. The impedance matching level was also greatly improved due to the combination of carbon and Co, as shown in Fig. 7d. The impedance matching value of the composites is associated with the frequency and thickness. It can be observed from Fig. 7d that the impedance matching value is
between 0.8-1.1 in a wide frequency range, thus leading to broad-band absorption. Recently, metal-organic-frameworks (MOFs) derived porous carbon with ultrahigh surface area, easy operation, low cost and lightweight has been emerged as attractive candidate for EMW absorption.\cite{59-61} Lv fabricated the porous Co/C nanocomposites successfully through calculation of Co-based MOFs (ZIF-67) under different temperatures (Co/C-500, Co/C-600, Co/C-800, respectively).\cite{29} In this work, the Co nanoparticles with different sizes were observed to encapsulate into the carbon matrix uniformly (6 nm for Co/C-500, 10 nm for Co/C-600, 20 nm for Co/C-800, Fig. 8a-c). It was figured out that the calculation temperature has a great impact on the permittivity level through affecting the graphitization degree of carbon matrix and crystallites of Co nanoparticles. As shown in Fig. 8d-f, the permittivity of the Co/C nanocomposites enhanced with an increase of the calculation temperature, thus tunable EMW absorption performances could be obtained (Fig. 8g-i). Among the samples, the Co/C-500 nanocomposites exhibited the most excellent EMW absorption properties with the \( \text{RL}_{\text{min}} \) of -35.3 dB at 2.5 mm and the \( f_c \) covered from 8.4-14.2 GHz. The results indicated that the MOFs derived porous carbon composites can be the promising candidates for EM absorption. Li et al reported porous hollow Co/C microspheres through MOFs-derived strategy.\cite{30} Due to the improved dielectric loss and matched impedance related to the hollow porous structures, the hollow Co/C microspheres showed enhanced EMW absorption comparing with other Co/C composites. Wang et al prepared the synthesis of Co-C core-shell composite with cobalt cores encapsulated into porous carbon shell deriving from pyrolysis of Co-MOF-74.\cite{62} As an absorber, the \( \text{RL}_{\text{min}} \) could attain -62.12
dB at 11.85 GHz and RL values less than -10 dB was observed in the frequency range of 4.1-18 GHz. The highly efficient EMW absorption was attribute to the synergy of magnetic loss from Co core and high dielectric loss of carbon shell along with the interface polarization due to the core-shell structure. In Wang’s report, the Co NPs/porous carbon composites derived from MOFs possessed strong RL of -30.31 dB at 11.03 GHz and broad $f_c$ of 4.93 GHz was observed. The EM parameters and absorbing performances can be adjusted effectively through controlling the carbonization temperature. Furthermore, due to the existence of lightweight carbon, the filling ratio of the Co NPs/porous carbon composites into paraffin was lowered to 25 wt%.

2.2.2 Co/graphene nanocomposites

As a new kind of carbon material, graphene (GN), composing of sp2-bonded carbon atoms, has become competitive candidate in searching of lightweight and high-efficiency absorbers because of its extraordinary electrical, thermal and mechanical properties. More importantly, the three-dimensional layered structure of graphene with larger surface area could enable the occurrence of various kinds of polarizations (dipole polarization, interface polarizations, etc), leading to an enhanced dielectric loss ability. In this part, we focused on the development of EMW absorption properties of Co/graphene composites.

Two kinds of Co/GN composites with hexagonal close-packed cobalt ($\alpha$-Co) nanocrystals and face-centered cubic cobalt ($\beta$-Co) nanospheres deposited on GN nanosheets have been synthesized via one-step solution-phase method. The as-
synthesized $\alpha$-Co/GN and $\beta$-Co/GN composites presented enhanced EMW absorbability than pure Co nanocrystals or graphene. For the composites of $\alpha$-Co/GN absorber, the strongest RL peak reached -47.5 dB at 11.9 GHz with a thin thickness of 2 mm and this value was superior to previously reported Fe$_3$O$_4$/GN composites. Zeng reported the synthesis of hollow reduced graphene oxide microspheres embedded with Co nanoparticles (Air@rGO@Co).\textsuperscript{[66]} Attributing to the co-effect of magnetic loss from Co and dielectric effect from rGO, the Air@rGO@Co composites showed quite low $\text{RL}_{\text{min}}$ of -68.1 dB at 13.8 GHz with the thickness of 2.2 mm and the corresponding bandwidth achieved 7.1 GHz. What’s more, the EMW absorption performance can be controlled effectively through adjusting the ratio of Co and rGo. Long reported cobalt nanoparticle-graphene nanocomposite was fabricated through a facile method and the as-synthesized CoNP-G nanocomposite provided effective EMW absorption in the frequency range of 2.4–3.84, 7.84–11.87 and 13.25–18 GHz, respectively.\textsuperscript{[67]} The magnetic loss from cobalt and dielectric loss from graphene contributed synergistically to a strong RL of -40.53 dB.

**2.2.3 Co/carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and nanofibers (CNF) nanocomposites**

Wu et al has synthesized the Co nanoparticles (20-30 nm) decorated MWCNTs (Co/MWCNTs) nanocomposites through combining the hydrothermal method with following carbon reduction process.\textsuperscript{[56]} Comparisons of the EMW absorption properties for pure MWCNTs and Co/MWCNTs nanocomposites were carried out. Due to the effective combination of strong magnetic loss from Co and dielectric loss from MWCNTs as well as a better impedance matching, the Co/MWCNTs nanocomposites
exhibited a greatly enhanced EMW absorption than the pure CNTs and the strongest absorption peak reached -36.5 dB. Sui demonstrated that the CNTs/Co composites possessed higher EMW absorption than pure CNTs or Co nanoparticles due to an improved impedance matching of CNTs/Co composites. More recently, Yin and co-workers proposed the preparation of CNTs/Co composite with dodecahedron morphology through pyrolysis of the Co-based zeolitic imidazolate framework under Ar/H$_2$ atmosphere (Fig. 9a). The pyrolysis temperature was found to have a great influence on the graphitization of CNTs and crystallinity of Co nanoparticles. With a low filler loading of only 20 wt% in the paraffin wax, the CNTs/Co composite achieved $RL_{\text{min}}$ of -60.4 dB locating at ultrathin thickness of 1.81 mm, and the results were displayed in Fig. 9b. The strong broadband absorbing performance is mainly originated from the strong dielectric loss caused by the interfacial polarization, dipole polarization, and hopping of electrons. The magnetic loss is mainly from natural resonance and exchange resonance of Co NPs. Besides, the multiple scatterings and reflections among CNTs/Co particles further promoted the attenuation ability through increasing the traveling routes of incident EM waves. Xiang prepared the magnetic carbon nanofibers containing uniformly dispersed Co nanoparticles (ca. 155 nm) as highly-efficient absorbers, which showed optimal RL of -63.1 dB with matching thickness of 1.6 mm. Moreover, the effective absorption frequency range covers from 4 to 18 GHz over thickness ranges of 1.1–5.0 mm ascribed to a complementary effect of CNF and Co particles.

Above all, various Co/C composites were fabricated, and the carbon components
include CNTs, CNF, graphene and porous carbon. The Co/C composites showed enhanced impedance matching and absorption properties than single components. Particularly, Co/porous carbon composites could reach the requirements of both lightweight and broad absorption bandwidth, which would be the best candidate for ideal absorbents.

3. Comparisons of EMW absorption performance for pure Co and Co/C composites

As discussed above, there are several factors influencing the EMW absorption performances of the pure Co and Co/C composite absorbers, such as the absorber components, filler content, microstructures and graphitization degree. In order to figure out a general index for construction of ideal Co based absorbers, as shown in Table 1, we carried out comparisons of EMW absorption properties for pure Co and Co/C composites in terms of filling ratio, optimal RL value, optimal thickness and effective absorbing bandwidth at 2.0 mm thickness.

Comparing with 1D or 2D Co materials, the Co/C composite absorbers exhibited great superiorities. Although the 3D dendrite-like or flower-like Co can display strong absorbing capability, the filling ratio is always over 60 wt% due to the large density of magnetic metals. Actually, the filling ratio of absorbers plays an important role in determining the EMW absorption performances. This is because the matching between dielectric loss and magnetic loss can be greatly influenced through adjusting the filling ratios. Liu investigated the effects of filling ratios on the EMW absorption properties for Co/C composites. In Liu’s work, the Co/C NPs were mixed in paraffin wax with
filling ratio of 25, 50 and 75 wt%, receptively, and their absorption performance were discussed in 2-18 GHz. When the filling ratio is 50 wt%, the best EMW absorption can be achieved with the strongest RL of -43.4 dB. The EMW absorption performance would be decreased if further increasing the filling ratio. Through calculating the magnetic/dielectric loss tangent, it was observed that the composites containing 50 wt% Co/C NPs exhibited the best impedance matching among the samples. The attenuation mechanisms changed from magnetic loss to dielectric loss with a decrease of filling ratio in the matrix. High filling ratio will result in a rather high permittivity, leading to weak absorption. As expected, the introduction of lightweight porous carbon, carbon nanotubes and carbon nanofibers could effectively decrease the filling ratio of the composites together with highly efficient EMW absorption, as presented in Table 1.

Comparing with 1D Co nanowires, Co nanochains, Co particles or 2D Co nanoplates, the Co absorbers composed of 3D flake-like structure or porous structure exhibited more superiorities (Table 1). The superiorities of 3D Co-based absorbers compared with 1D and 2D structures were reflected by the enhanced polarization loss and multi-reflection effect.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Absorber</th>
<th>Filler ratio</th>
<th>Optimal RL (dB)</th>
<th>Optimal thickness (mm)</th>
<th>Bandwidth Thickness(mm)</th>
<th>RL&lt;-10dB (GHz)</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Co nanochains</td>
<td>20 wt%</td>
<td>-17.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co nanowires</td>
<td>50 wt%</td>
<td>-23.5</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co nanoplates</td>
<td>13 vol%</td>
<td>-22.5</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co particles</td>
<td>70 wt%</td>
<td>-19.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>Composition</td>
<td>Loss Factor</td>
<td>Density</td>
<td>Thickness</td>
<td>Dielectric Constant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co dendrites</td>
<td>65 wt%</td>
<td>-35.6</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanosheet hierarchical Co particles</td>
<td>70 wt%</td>
<td>-54.9</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sword-like Co particles</td>
<td>70 wt%</td>
<td>-60.13</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flower-like Co structures</td>
<td>67 wt%</td>
<td>-40.25</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porous Co/CoO flower</td>
<td>50 wt%</td>
<td>-50</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porous Co/C-500</td>
<td>40 wt%</td>
<td>-35.3</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porous carbon/Co</td>
<td>30 wt%</td>
<td>-40.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porous Co/C-800</td>
<td>30 wt%</td>
<td>-39.6</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porous Co/C crabapples</td>
<td>30 wt%</td>
<td>-26.6</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co/C nanoparticles</td>
<td>50 wt%</td>
<td>-43.4</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co@C microspheres</td>
<td>70 wt%</td>
<td>-68.7</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α-Co/GN nanocomposites</td>
<td>60 wt%</td>
<td>-47.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co NP-G nanocomposite</td>
<td>55 wt%</td>
<td>-40.53</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co@N-C composites</td>
<td>30 wt%</td>
<td>-18.03</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co/CNTs nanocomposites</td>
<td>20 wt%</td>
<td>-36.5</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porous CNTs/Co composite</td>
<td>20 wt%</td>
<td>-60.4</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-C/MWCNTs nanocomposites</td>
<td>25 wt%</td>
<td>-50.0</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNF-Co composite nanofibers</td>
<td>5 wt%</td>
<td>-63.1</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusions and Perspectives

In this review, we summarized the development of Co-based EMW absorbers, including pure Co nanostructures with different morphologies and various Co/C nanocomposites. The microstructures, filling ratios, and graphitization degree were found to have a great influence on the EMW absorption performances. In specific, Co absorbers with 1D chain-like structure, 2D flake-like structure and 3D flower-like structure were fabricated and their EMW absorption properties were investigated. The conclusions can be drawn as follows:
1. Compared with 1D or 2D materials, the flake-assembled structure is much favorable because the large shape anisotropy of flake-like structure can exceed Snoek’s limit and thus a high permeability can be obtained in GHz range. Besides, the 3D or porous structure with large surface area possess massive sites, which can act as polarized centers, enhancing the dielectric loss.

2. Compared with pure Co materials, the Co/C composites exhibited enhanced impedance matching and EMW absorption than single component. However, the permittivity can be greatly affected by the graphite degree and tunable EMW absorption would be obtained with the variation of graphitization degree. Therefore, fabricating Co based absorbers with ideal compositions and optimal structure will be target direction to obtain significantly enhanced EMW absorption properties in the future.

3. Fabricating composites of cobalt and porous carbon through MOFs derived method exhibit advantages of lightweight, tunable EMW absorption and controllable synthetic process, showing significant potential as promising EMW absorbers.

Despite the above achievements, there are far more problems needed to be investigated. Firstly, the intrinsic absorbing mechanisms for magnetic Co particles and their composites are still not clear. Most of the current researches are focused on the construction of different components and microstructures to enhance the microwave absorption properties. However, a lot of questions were still existed. For example, how did the microstructure influence the resonance frequency? What is the accurate
occurring frequency for different polarizations? How did the interface polarization affect the overall conductivity? Systematic investigations are urgently needed to address these problems. Secondly, the current articles have proved that 3D structures is helpful to enhance the attenuation ability owing to the multi-scattering and reflections effect. But the exact contributions from multi-scattering and reflections to EM wave absorption can’t be evaluated. Thirdly, attaining thin thickness in low frequency range is quite difficult. According to the quarter-wavelength model \( d = n\lambda/4 = nc/(4f\sqrt{|\mu_r||\varepsilon_r|}) \), the thickness is inversely proportional to frequency, module value of permittivity and permeability. It means that in order to get thin thickness in low frequency, permittivity must be improved. At the same time, the permittivity level is restricted by the impedance matching. Thus to explore an ideal method to reach a balance between improving the permittivity and achieving impedance matching is quite essential. In conclusion, there remains much to learn about the magnetic/dielectric loss mechanisms and thickness optimization. We believe that this review could provide a future direction for research of Co based materials as EM wave absorbers.
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Fig. 1 (a) SEM image of the hollow Co nanochains and (b) calculated RL curves of hollow Co nanochains versus frequency and thickness. Reprinted from ref. 39 with permission. Copyright, 2009, American Institute of Physics.

Fig. 2 (a) SEM image, (b) magnetic hysteresis loop and (c) RL values with frequency and thicknesses for the Co nanoplatelets. Reprinted from ref. 43 with permission. Copyright, 2007, Elsevier.
Fig. 3 (a) SEM images of the spherical Co at low magnification and (b) high magnification; SEM images of the dendritic Co at low magnification (c) and (d) high magnification. Frequency dependence of (e) complex permittivity, (f) complex permeability and (g) RL values of the dendritic and spherical samples in 2-18 GHz. Reprinted from ref. 49 with permission. Copyright, 2011, American Institute of Physics.
Fig. 4 SEM image of (a) Co microspheres and (b) cracked Co spheres; Frequency dependence of reflection loss for the epoxy resin composites containing (c) 60 wt% and (f) 30 wt% hollow Co spheres. Reprinted from ref. 16 with permission. Copyright, 2012, Royal Society of Chemistry.

Fig. 5 (a, b) SEM images of porous 3D flower-like Co/CoO with different magnifications; (c) RL values of the Co/CoO samples at different thickness; (d) The counter map of RL for the Co/CoO samples. Reprinted from ref. 20 with permission. Copyright, 2015, American Chemistry Society.
Fig. 6 (a) SEM image of porous carbon/Co nanocomposites; Frequency dependence of (b) complex permittivity and (c) complex permeability (d) reflection loss curves for the porous carbon/Co nanocomposites. Reprinted from ref. 14 with permission. Copyright, 2008, American Institute of Physics.
Fig. 7 (a, b) SEM images of the Co/C crabapples with different magnetizations; (c) frequency and thickness dependent RL values; (d) impedance matching value in the frequency range of 1-18 GHz. Reprinted from ref. 27 with permission. Copyright, 2019, Royal Society of Chemistry.
Fig. 8 Low-magnification TEM image of MOFs derived Co/C composites obtained at different calcination temperature: (a) Co/C-500, (b) Co/C-600, (c) Co/C-800; Frequency dependence of (d) permittivity, (e) permeability and (f) dielectric loss tangent for MOFs derived Co/C composites obtained at different calcination temperature; Reflection loss values with frequency and thickness for the MOFs derived Co/C composites obtained at different calcination temperature: (g) Co/C-500, (h) Co/C-600, (i) Co/C-700. Reprinted from ref. 29 with permission. Copyright, 2015, American Chemistry Society.
Fig. 9 (a) Schematic presentation of the formation process for CNTs/Co composite; (b) Reflection loss values with frequency and thickness for CNTs/Co composite; (c) Scheme of the attenuation mechanisms for CNTs/Co absorber. Reprinted from ref. 55 with permission. Copyright, 2016, American Chemistry Society.
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